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Introduction

IMBD Agency is known as Internet Marketing & Business
Development Agency in Bangladesh. Here we are providing
the total internet marketing solution for businesses. SEO,
SMM, Content solution, Content Marketing, Website
Development & Design, Video production, and Paid ads
services like Facebook Ads, and Google Ads are the most
popular services of IMBD Agency. From content creation to
promotion we provide the entire online marketing solution
for businesses. We are committed to providing the actual
taste of Digital marketing with 100% sanctification to our
clients.
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Our Mission

We have a clear mission to establish IMBD Agency as a top-
level digital marketing agency in the world. We are working
for SMEs and will never leave this market because for SMEs
top-level agencies are not much interested to help them
with proper strategy. We will make them feel like their
strategic partner for ultimate success. A mission where we
are working to spread the actual taste of data-driven digital
marketing. A proven strategy with true value can accelerate
the growth of a business where our industry-experienced
team is always ensuring that output of our clients.
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Our Vision

The industry of digital marketing is growing very rapidly. And
the demand for data-driven digital marketing is high. Our
vision is to develop a system where businesses get the
action plan according to their target based on their data. We
will introduce an automated marketing solution for business.
Harmony in the growth of business where they will be able to
build their own marketing strategy using our system. We
have acquired huge knowledge by implementing so many
marketing campaigns for our client's business. That's why
this practical vision has become our dream to achive.
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Our Goal
The goal of our company is to provide value to clients’
businesses by doing the best possible job for them. We have
a very diverse team with people who have a lot of different
skillsets, combined with cutting-edge technology and
processes.

This objective has been achieved through hard work,
dedication, and creativity. Our team puts in so much time
and effort to achieve their goals that it can eventually be
seen in their final product for each client.
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Meet our Team

SHAMIM AHMED
Founder & CEO

Our company has a highly effective team because they
have built a good amount of trust over the years. This trust
allows them to work together effectively, which is
important for our success.
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Our Services

VSMM
VSMM is our virtual social 

media manager. We take the 
entire online marketing 

responsibilities of a business 
through this service.

SMM
Through our one-stop social
media marketing, we provide
the result-driven solutions to

our clients. Because to us result
id everything.

SEO
Traffic through search engines

is always the top priority. That is
why we ensure the high-quality

SEO service for our clients
according to latest algorithm.

Web Design

Our industry-experienced 
designers have already 

delivered a good number of 
websites where they have 
ensued the latest web UI.

Web Developent
We are developing the website 

to solve the problem of our 
clients business. At the same 

time ensuring their online 
business growth. 

Video Production
We are making TVC, OVC, 

Promotional Video content, 
documentaries and so many. 

From idea generation to content 
production we are doing all.

Content Soution2D Animation

2D Character Animation & 
Motion graphics is a strength of 
our creative team. We produce 
high-quality 2D animation as 
per our clients requirments. 

We are providing content 
solutions for websites or any 
kind of copywriting. For SEO-
friendly content writing, we 

have industry experts.

Consultancy

To develop your business 
growth online we are providing 
consultancy. Helping to build 

the right framework for 
ensuring the growth. 

Influencer Marketing

Developing the right campaign 
plan for influencer marketing & 
choosing the right influencer is 
very important. Where we are 

doing everything for you.

Business automation helps to 
save your resources and helps 

build business autopilot. Our 
CRM solution can be the right 

solution for your business.

Bulk SMS

For outbound marketing, we 
are providing bulk SMS service. 
With a very enriched database, 
our bulk SMS panel is designed 
to provide you bet exprience.

CRM Solution

We believe in providing quality service to ensure our clients' business growth. We take pride in our
ability to meet and exceed the expectations of our clients, ensuring long-term success for all
involved. Our team is dedicated to providing superior client service, ensuring that each and every
interaction is positive and beneficial.
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Work Memories
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We have worked with
We have worked with many renowned local and international businesses over the
years. We have a strong network of contacts in the business world, which allows us
to work with some of the best companies in the industry. We are always looking for
new opportunities to grow our client base and develop our skillset.



Business name: IMBD Agency

Business type: Internet Marketing &

Trade Licence No: 108934

BIN No: 002908648-0401

E-mail: info@imbdagency.com

Cell: +88 01797- 242610

Current Office Address: 183/6, Block-A,

Registered Office Address: 1103, Ibrahimpur,

Website: www.imbdagency.com

       Business Development Agency

       Avenue-2, Section-13, Mirpur, Dhaka 1216

       Rupayun Nowfa plaza kafrul, Dhaka-1216.
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Legal Documents
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Trade Lisence
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BIN Certificate
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Bank Accounts

Bank Name: United Commercial Bank (UCB)
Account Name: IMBD Agency
Account Number: 0562101000014379
Branch Name: UCB Bank Mirpur Branch
Phone number: 01616-531952
Swift Code: UCBLBDDH
Routing Number: 245262982
Branch Code: 298

Bank Name: IFIC Bank
Account Name: IMBD Agency
Account Number: 0180039859001
Branch Name: IFIC Bank Mirpur Branch
Phone number: 01616-531952
Swift Code: IFICBDDH
Routing Number: 120262986

Bank Account Details

Bank Account Details
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Contact Details


